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Chief, Rules Review and Directives Branch 6  ' 6/d42'
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop T-6D59 C
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Sir or Madam:

Attached please find comments to the draft of NUREG/CR-6850, Volume 2, that have
been provided by the engineering staff of Engineering Planning and Management, Inc. (EPM).
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We realiz6 that the deadline for comments is December 10, however, this document is
still being reviewed by our staff.: If we have any additional comments, they will be sent by the
end of next week!r ; . -

if you liave any questions regarding our comments, please do not hesitate to contact me at
508-87?-2121, Ext. 202 or rbkfepm-inc.com:
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NUREG/CR-6850 (Draft)
Comments

Plant Boundary Definition and Partitioning (Task 1)

1. 1.3.2 Assumptions: 'The features include physical fire barriers, physical barriers
that are not fire rated, .." Should this read "The features include fire rated
barriers;-non-fire.rated barriers,...".

2. 1.4.4 Outputs to Other Tasks: "...the physical plant analysis units-the fire
compartments-that form..." This should read "...the physical plant analysis units
(the fire compartments) that form..."

3. 1.5.2 Step 2: Plant Partitioning. 2"d Paragraph. Last sentence: Fire compartment
partitioning criteria is said to be described above. Where is it described?

4. 1.5.2 Step 2: Plant Partitioning. 6'h Paragraph. Last sentence: (Step 5) should be
Step 4, there is no Step 5.

Component Selection (Task 2)

1. 2.2 Scope I st sentence: ". ..equipment that will cause an initiating event". Does
this mean that equipment might cause the fire, but is not needed to safely
shutdown the plant?

2. 2.2. Scope 2nd T1: Will it be necessary to assign equipment to more than one
equipment category? (i.e. Would one need to identify the sub-set of equipment

: .:Necessary to support credited operator actions.)
3. 2.3.2. Assumptions. 3rd bullet, part 1: Assumption could be abbreviated by

simply stating that at least one spurious operation per system, that result is
undesired equipment operation, or inappropriate human performance, per system
must be included.

4. 2.3.2. Assumptions. 3rd bullet. part 2: This section appears to be discussing two
;. issues that could be identified as two separate bullets (or assumptions). The first

issue is addressing multiple-spurious operation, which could be simply stated the
inclusion of multiple spurious operations is encouraged. The second issue deals
with considering the possibility simultaneous spurious operations within different
systems.i.The assumption could be simplified by stating that such combination
_ -may be consider4, but leave all the details to the procedure section of the
document. - " :

5. 2.4.2. Plant Informadto: .Sinceewe are looking at accident sequences, Chapter 15
of the FSAR/UFSAR also be included so that the team looks at all accidents to
wlich the plant has been licensed for?

6. 2.4.2. Plant Information: A copy of the Technical Specifications will be required
to review specifications to'determine what equipment failures might place the
plant in a LCO. This' will be required to support Step 3 (see Section 2.5.3).

7. .2.5.2:4. 2 d-bullet ' the last sentence states that "[s]purious actuation failure
modes of electrical components should be conditional on power availability to the
c6mponent." Standard Fire Safe Shutdown Analysis (FSSA) methodology
asiudmes power. availability to spuirious-concern components, in the spirit that it
cannot be assured, in the absence of operator action, that a given power supply
will be deenergized when its normal state is Energized. And even assuming
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NUREG/CR-6850 (Draft)
Comments

operator action to deenergize a power supply, it would be difficult to demonstrate
that the spurious operation could not have occurred in advance of the loss of
power. The approach suggested by the Fire PRA methodology is non-
conservative..!

8. 2.5.4, Spurious Actuations 2.5.7 Equipment List: Since the review conducted in
Step 4 is performed on the basis of accident sequence types, should the Fire PRA
Equipment List (database) include a field for accident types to which the
component is associated? Or is this the "PRA Event Identifier"?

Oualitative Screening (Task 4)

1. 4.4.6 Outputs to Other Tasks. 2nd to last bullet: ". . .basis for the for their
-creening .. 2" Should delete 'f6r the"

2. 4.5 Procedure, 1St bullet on page 4-3: Changes to fire barriers should not be
criteria for qualitative screening, should only be relevant to Task 11 Fire
Modeling.

3. 4.5 Procedure. 2d bullet on page 4-3: "fire critical equipment" is a new undefined
term. Should be defined here or prior to this section.

Fire-Induced Risk Model (Task 5)

1. 5.3.2 Assumptions: Does automatically propagate mean through the use of
software?

* .' .1 b . , .X

Fire Ignition Freguencies (Task 6)

1. 6.3.1 General Task Objectives and Approach 2nd paragraph on page 6-2: If the fire
frequency per equipment is determined by dividing the mean frequency by the
total numbertof equipment in the plant, is there a limit to the number of equipment
in the plant that is actountedfor? The fire frequency for an MCC would be
-different foraplant with 20iCCs than a plant with 5 MCCs.

2. 6.3.2 Assumptions 2V1d bullet:, Explain why the differences in quantity of
equipment'does not affect the ignition frequency.

3. 6.5 Procedure: Number 9. is not part of the list, it is the lead-in sentence for the
next section. ':

4. 65.6 Step 6: Fixed Fire Ignition Source Counts 4th paragraph page 6-13: Is the
equipment'size needed for PRA or for fire modeling. Prior statements say that size
of equipment is irrelevant

5. 6.5.6 Step 6: Fixed Fire Ignition Source Counts Bin 5: Does this take into account
Thermoset vs. Thermoplastic cables?

6. 6.5.6 Step 6: Fixed Fire Ignition Source Counts Bin 16: Transformers are counted
in other bins, does this mean they are double-counted? What is the difference
between this bin and Bin 15?
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NUREG/CR-6850 (Draft)
Comments

7, 6.5.6 Step 6: Fixed Fire Ignition Source Counts Bin 18: Why are Junction Boxes
counted, aren't they less than 4 switches?

8. 6.5.6;Step 6: Fixed Fire Ignition;Source Counts Bin 28 2nd paragraph: Should this
state that "In a non-catastrophic transformer failure oil does not spill outside
transformer..."?

9. 6.5.7 Step 7: Ignition Source Weighting Factors: Delete "ignition source"
repeated text.

10. 6.5.7.1 Countable Items: This seems inconsistent when comparing different
plants..

11. 6.5.7.2 Transients page 6-21: In equation for transient fires caused by welding and
cutting, why is only Wcable used and not Wtransient?

Scoping Fire Modeling (Task 8)

1. 8.3.2 Assumptions 2nd bullet: Quantify excessive.
2. 8.5.1.2 Step 1.2: Target and Intervening Combustible Damage and Ignition

Criteria page 8-10 4th bullet: This is an example of bullet number 3 and should not
be a bullet.

3. 8.5.2 Step 2: Plant Walkdown page 8-12 1't bullet: How does this deal with
transient combustibles as intervening combustible?

4. 8.5.3 Step 3: Verification of Screened Ignition Sources Item 1: Clarify this
statement, very confusing.

_~~~ ist: .. _._ . ....

Detailed Fire Modeling (Task 11)

1. 11.3.1 General Task Objectives page 11-3: "(i.e., in Tasks 5, 8,...) Should be
Tasks 4 and:7. .;

2. 11.3.2 General Approach page 11-5 Step 11.4 4h Item: Does this include
transients or only in-situ combustibles?

3. 11.3.3 Selecting Fire Ignition Sources page 11-7 last sentence of I5' paragraph:
How does fire modeling capture behavioral uncertainty in the quantification
process?

4. 11.3.4 Severfty Factor 3'd paragraph: Fire ignition sources that cannot damage any
items nearby are screened out. How are transient combustibles addressed as far as
being potentially nearby ignition sources?

5. 11.3.6 Assumptions page 11-12 last bullet: What is the basis for abandonment at
smoke layer drop of 8 feet? This seems late to be leaving the control room.

6. 11.5.1.3 Step 3.a: Characterize Fire Ignition Sources page 11-18 bullet 2: How is
the assumed location of transient combustibles in a room determined?

7. 11.5.1.4 Step 4.a: Identify Secondar Combustibles page 11-19 last paragraph:
How are transient combustibles accounted for as secondary combustibles?
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NUREG/CR-6850 (Draft)
Comments

Human Reliability Analysis (Task 12)

1. 12.4.1. Input from Other Task: The results of Task 13 may also have input to this
task. For example the spurious actuation of a detection or suppression system
may place an additional demand of staff resources to respond to the fire (or false
alarm), and shutdown the plant.

Seismic-Fire Interactions (Task 13)

1. 13.5.4. Output to Other Task: As noted in Task 12 comment above, there might
be interface with Task 12.

2. 13.6.1. Sten 1: Do the effects of a steam release need to be considered with
respect to Fire PRA equipment that is required for the shutdown process, but are
not EQ qualified?

Appendix E - Appendix for Chapters 8 and 11, Severity Factors

1. Section E.3 Probability Distribution for Heat Release Rates in Oil Spill Fire
Scenarios. Item number 2: Should the severity factor be 0.02 instead of 0.2?

Appendix F - Appendix for Chapter 8. Walkdown Forms

1. Figure F-I: Damage Criteria should be 205 C and 6 kW/m2 based on Table 8-2.
2. Figure F-3: Damage Criteria should be 205 C and 6 kW/m2 for unqualified cable

based on Table 8-2.
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